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OUTCOMES BEYOND PERFORMANCE
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Our approach to holistic returns 

means we are committed to 

delivering excellent long-term 

investment performance and 

stewardship, while improving 

the lives of many
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Making Sustainable Investing Accessible

Going beyond the alphabet soup
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Source: Hermes as at January 2019. Note: the bigger the word, the more frequent it appeared in our research study.
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ESG: Finance 101?

Getting the complete picture
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For illustrative purposes only.

Financial
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Social

Environmental



Performance benefits of integrating ESG factors

In 2014, our seminal paper showed statistically 

significant link between the quality of corporate 

governance and shareholder returns: companies with 

strong corporate oversight have tended to outperform 

their poorly governed competitors by an average of 

30bps per month from 31 December 2008 to 31 

December 2013.

In 2018, we revisited our study, updating our results 

to better understand how ESG factors have impacted 

shareholder returns in the past 24 months. Contrary 

to our earlier analysis, we find that the governance 

premium has weakened and, for the first time, social 

factors now qualify as statistically significant.

ESG value is driven by corporate governance and 

social characteristics

Average monthly dispersion in total returns between companies in top 

decile and lowest decile on environmental, social and governance 

scores from 31 December 2008 to 30 June 2018.
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Source: Hermes Investment Management as at 30 June 2018.
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Source: ESG investing: does it just make you feel good, or is it actually good for your portfolio? (Hermes Investment, 2018).



Performance benefits of integrating ESG factors

Companies with the lowest ranked social scores 

tend to underperform

Average monthly total returns for companies in each decile based on 

social factors, from 31 December 2008 to 30 June 2018.

Relative returns of companies with the poorest 

social practices compared to the average company

Average monthly dispersion in total returns between the average 

company and companies in the lowest decile on social factors for 

each calendar year from 31 December 2008 to 30 June 2018.
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The investment case for sustainable investing

2014 study by Eccles, Ioannou, and Serafeim investigated the effect of corporate sustainability on organizational processes and performance using a matched sample of 180 US companies.

High sustainability companies = those that voluntarily adopted sustainability policies by 1993. Low sustainability companies = those that adopted almost none of these policies. 

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. 

Extensive research shows sustainability drives enhanced returns
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‘High Sustainability’ firms generate higher returns over the long term



A world in transition

The Four Riders of the Apocalypse?
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Or Sources of Opportunity?

DemographicsGlobal Trade

Climate 

change

Technology



A complex, interconnected system

We are all in it together
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A sustainable & resilient system
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Global 
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Disasters are increasing in cost and frequency
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Sustainable investing investment case

An untapped opportunity – Beta of future growth 
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Source: adapted from UNPRI, “The SDG Investment Case”, 2017.

MicroMacro

Opportunities

Risk

Systemic risk

e.g. climate change effects on 

supply chain, physical assets 

and mass migration

Mega trends

e.g. rising consumer 

awareness on healthier and 

more sustainable foods

Emerging growth 

opportunities

e.g. precision agriculture

Operational ESG risks

e.g. water scarcity in certain 

companies’ locations



► Ethical Investing 

► Based on stock exclusions 

► Expected investors willing to 

give up some return

► Environmental, social and 

government focus

► Best in class company selection

► Usually conducted using 

quantitative screening to 

identify companies delivering 

above average ESG 

performance

► Seeking to achieve above 

market returns

► Investing in companies making 

a positive impact on people and 

the planet

► Forward looking focus, 

companies that address new 

growth areas

Responsible Investment Continuum
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Socially Responsible Investing 

(SRI)

ESG Investing 

(ESG)
Impact Investing

Responsible Investment

Targets cannot be guaranteed. 

Guide to ESG Investing https://www.hermes-investment.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/guide-to-esg-investing-final.pdf

https://www.hermes-investment.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/guide-to-esg-investing-final.pdf


The impact investing spectrum
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Source: The Impact Management Project.

Don’t consider

“I am aware of potential 

negative impact 

but do not try to 

mitigate it”

“I have regulatory 

requirements to meet 

(e.g. I have to cut my 

carbon emissions)”

Avoid harm

“I want to 

mitigate risk”

“I want to behave 

responsibly”

Benefit people 

and the planet

“I want to support businesses 

that have a positive effect on the 

world to sustain long-term 

financial performance”

“I want a world where 

all businesses try to have 

a positive effect on society”

“I want to help tackle the 

education gap”

“I want to help tackle 

climate change”

Contribute 

to solutions
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What Important negative outcomes Important negative outcomes Important positive outcomes
Specific important position 

outcome(s) 

AND 

deep, and/or for many and/or 

long-term 

AND 

underserved

How much Various Marginal and for few Various

Who Underserved Underserved Various

Contribution Likely same or worse Likely same or better Likely same or better Likely better

Risk Various Various Various Various

˅ ˅ ˅ ˅
May have significant effects on 

important negative outcomes for 

underserved people and the 

planet

Try to prevent significant effects 

on important negative outcomes 

for underserved people and the 

planet

Have various effects on 

important positive outcomes for 

various people and the planet

Have a significant effect on 

specific important positive 

outcome(s) for underserved 

people or the planet



A thematic approach to idea generation?
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Source: Hermes.



The UN Sustainable Development Goals

Source: UN.

Ambitious, complex & detailed

14

“The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs):

A universal call to action to end poverty, protect the planet 

and ensure that all people enjoy peace and prosperity.”
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169 Targets
Each of the 17 goals has a set of 

specific targets, which identify 

the focus areas per goal.

232 Indicators
Each of the 169 targets has at least 

one indicator, which help to tangibly 

measure progress towards the SDGs.



Intergovernmental 
organisations

Financial 
Services

Individuals

Achieving the SDGs requires partnerships
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► Achieving the overarching goals of the SDGs cannot be done through investment alone, but rather through 

a systemic change across multiple actors

► The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), estimates that the SDGs will 

require annual investments of US$4-5 trillion. This is US$2-3 trillion above current levels

► The SDGs recognise the need for a strong commitment to global partnerships and cooperation, given how 

the world today is more interconnected than ever before
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Companies

Supply 
chains

Philanthropists



Financial returns/investment considerations come first

Source: Bloomberg. The above information does not constitute a solicitation or offer to any person to buy or sell any related securities or financial instruments.

Knowing when to invest just as important as what you invest in
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Installed Wind base vs Danish wind turbine manufacturer share price
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Standard setting

Example: Impact Management 

Project & PGGM

Internal R&D

Example: Hermes Climate Change 

Risk Report 

SDG Taxonomy

Example: Hermes SDG Taxonomy

New tools & insights inform sustainable investing
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For illustrative purposes. Sources: Publically available reports from PGGM, The Impact Management Project, BASF & Hermes.



A European perspective

1 Independent Governance Committee. 2 Taskforce on Climate-related Financial Disclosure.

Source: Sackers.

Tightening regulatory & legal requirements 

18

UK DWP Investment Regulations

► From October 2019, pension trustees must update their scheme’s SIP to set out their policies on ESG, climate 

change and stewardship activities 

► From 2020, additional requirements apply from 2020 to trust based DC schemes. Similar changes are anticipated 

for contract based schemes and their IGC’s1 following an FCA consultation, expected in the first quarter of 2019

European regulations 

► New governance regulations came into force on 13 January 2019 designed to implement the second European 

Pensions Directive (IORP II) with potentially further reaching implications in terms of integration of ESG into 

trustee risk control processes

► Changes are also expected to flow from amendments to Shareholder Rights Directive, to be incorporated into 

national law by 10 June 2019

► EC Action Plan on Sustainable Finance looks to bring new rules on ESG to all financial market participants

UN PRI 

► TCFD2-based reporting is to become mandatory for PRI signatories in 2020. While reporting will become 

mandatory, disclosure will be voluntary
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From SRI to ESG

► Transformation of SRI (exclusions based) to ESG (integrated financial analysis)

► Collateral benefits ESG versus risk-return ESG

Duty of loyalty

► Sole interest rule (Trusts) and ERISA1: solely in the interest of beneficiaries

► Motive matters: avoid conflicts of interests with the needs of the beneficiary

► Policy value: prior approval required for mixed objectives – “sole interest” is the default setting

Duty of care – the “prudent person”

► Prudent investor rule: consistent with both passive and active investing – with clear risk & return objectives

► Active investing: diversifying, documented and with a net-value added intent that can be modified

► Engagement: supportive of improved risk-adjusted returns

US fiduciary purpose

1 Employee Retirement Income Security Act (1974).

Source: Reconciling Fiduciary Duty and Social Conscience: The Law and Economics of ESG Investing by a Trustee Schanzenbach & Sitkoff.

ESG: permissible but never mandatory
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Four pillars of sustainable investing

Context based approach

20

A lens for assessing investment opportunities:  

► Growth: US$3-4trn of incremental SDG capital investment represents the “beta of future growth”

► Risk: Identifying stranded assets (systemic) and stranded business models (specific)

► Advocacy: Corporate engagement, public policy engagement & education

► Reporting: Transparent disclosure of positive and negative impacts
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Improving your Sharpe Ratio?



Turning Sustainability-led investing into reality

A long term project

21

Develop your own taxonomy 

► As a pension scheme, market rate of return investing is a prerequisite and requires pragmatism

► Investment potential of sustainability can be split into four categories: 

− Growth: contributing to societal needs responsibly and sustainably at or above market rates

− Stewardship: engage to change behaviours to mitigate risk through reducing negative outcomes

− Leadership: advocate to encourage an overall system shift with a clear economic rationale

− Measurement: report on negative impacts avoided and positive impact delivered

Challenges to address

► No commonly agreed framework or mapping of sustainability to existing activities or strategies

► Any approach will need to be adaptive and flexible

► Be mindful of the danger of scoring, ranking or labelling 

► Limited data as sustainability as much about future outcomes as current activities
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Many investment managers claim to integrate ESG

But what sets apart the market leaders?

22

► A large number of managers are now taking steps to integrate ESG factors into their investment process 

and some are combining it with a form of stewardship or active governance. 

► However there is a clear gap between the mainstream and the market leaders demonstrating that while it is 

straightforward easy to cosmetically integrate ESG, it is difficult to do it well:
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Mainstream Market Leaders

Stand-alone engagement and / or ESG integrated 

investment functions

Insight from engagement programme a key input into 

portfolio construction

Engagement is largely reactive and letter-based with no 

dedicated resource

Board-level, face-to-face engagement.  Setting and 

measuring progress against SMART objectives

Use of ESG as an indicator of risk
Focus on opportunities as well as risk. Enhanced ability to 

extract value from ESG data

Use of backward looking / static quantitative and absolute 

ESG metrics

Quantitative ESG factors overlaid with qualitative data from 

engagement activity. Ability to forecast the future trajectory 

of ESG characteristics

Utilise solely market providers of ESG data
Anticipate the market on ESG factors. Integrate public data 

with engagement insight



Practical Steps for Trustee Boards

Getting ahead of the curve

23

Establish clear investment principles

► Going beyond mere compliance

► Provide trustee training on ESG & systemic risks

► Annual review & scenario testing

Review existing strategy & managers

► Establish strategic opportunities versus funding status & resources

► Differentiate between active & passive approaches

► Approach to engagement & stewardship

Member considerations

► Identify appropriate strategy for DB & DC (where applicable) within a risk-return framework

► Develop a clear communication strategy to members of the benefits of ESG integration into investment 

principles

► Annual reporting of the environmental & social footprint of the schemes assets including engagement
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Conclusion

24

► Not all schemes are equal, need to take a context based approach taking into consideration resources and 

situation, in the context of changing legal and regulatory requirements

► Sustainable investing as an opportunity to take a fresh look at how we look at investment risk, assess 

growth opportunities and recognise our complex impact on the world around us

► There are no easy answers and care needs to be taken to avoid ESG/Sustainability washing at the 

expense of delivering demonstrable benefits to scheme members

► First and foremost we have to be good investors – asset managers and owners alike – and sustainability 

should be a lens through which to view the world to make us better at our jobs

► The complex, interconnected nature of the sustainability calls for a system-level approach that involves the 

way that we invest and the manner with which we engage with our investments 
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Going beyond the theory of change to practical action



Disclaimer
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For Professional Investors only. The enclosed material is confidential. This document does not constitute a solicitation or offer to any person to buy or sell any related securities, financial 

instruments or financial products, and is not to be reproduced or redistributed without the prior written consent of Hermes. The following companies are either a subsidiary of, or affiliated with 

Hermes Fund Managers Limited: Affiliated advisers include: Hermes Investment Management Limited (“HIML”), Hermes European Equ ities Limited (“HEEL”), Hermes Fund Managers Ireland 

Limited (“HFM Ireland”), Hermes Alternative Investment Management Limited (“HAIML”), Hermes GPE LLP (“Hermes GPE”), Hermes GPE (Singapore) Pte. Limited (“Hermes GPE Singapore”) and 

Hermes GPE (USA) Inc (“Hermes GPE USA”). HIML, HEEL and HAIML is each authorized and regulated by the United Kingdom’s Financial Conduct Authority. Each of HIML, HEEL, and Hermes 

GPE USA is a registered investment adviser with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”). For a full list of all affiliated companies please see the relevant Form ADV. 

Certain affiliates have cash solicitation arrangements under which they receive compensation for referring prospects for advisory services. Any statements of opinion constitute only current opinions 

which are subject to change and which we do not undertake to update.

The value of investments and income from them may go down as well as up, and you may not get back the original amount invested. Any investments overseas may be affected by 

currency exchange rates.

In Canada: HIML is not registered in Canada as a dealer, adviser or investment fund manager under applicable Canadian securities laws. Except for the provinces of Alberta, British Colombia, 

Ontario, Quebec and Nova Scotia, HIML does not engage in the business of, and none of its activities should be construed as holding itself out as engaging in the business of, advising anyone in 

any Canadian jurisdiction with respect to investing in, buying or selling securities. In the provinces of Alberta, British Colombia, Ontario, Quebec and Nova Scotia, HIML relies on the international 

adviser registration exemption pursuant to section 8.26 of National Instrument 31-103– Registration Requirements, Exemptions and Ongoing Registrant Obligations. Prior to carrying on any 

investment advisory or portfolio management services for a client located in a Canadian jurisdiction other than Alberta, British Colombia, Ontario, Quebec or Nova Scotia, HIML will first need to take 

certain steps to either obtain the appropriate registration or rely on an available exemption from registration. 

Some of the information provided in this document was obtained from a third party and has not been reviewed by HFML for accuracy. This document does not constitute, in whole or in part, an 

offering memorandum. 

Issued and approved by Hermes Investment Management Limited (“HIML”) which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered address: Sixth Floor, 150 Cheapside, 

London EC2V 6ET. Telephone calls will be recorded for training and monitoring purposes.
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Hermes Investment Management

We are an asset manager with a difference. We believe that, while our primary purpose is to help savers and beneficiaries by providing world class 

active investment management and stewardship services, our role goes further. We believe we have a duty to deliver holistic returns – outcomes 

for our clients that go far beyond the financial – and consider the impact our decisions have on society, the environment and the wider world.

Our goal is to help people invest better, retire better and create a better society for all.

Our investment solutions include:

Private markets

Infrastructure, private debt, private equity, commercial and residential real estate

High active share equities

Asia, global emerging markets, Europe, US, global, small and mid-cap and impact

Credit 

Absolute return, global high yield, multi strategy, global investment grade, unconstrained, real estate debt and direct lending

Stewardship

Active engagement, advocacy, intelligent voting and sustainable development

Offices
London | Denmark | Dublin | Frankfurt | New York | Singapore

For more information, visit www.hermes-investment.com or connect with us on social media:


